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GLASS SLIDING WALLS



With our passion for the material glass we create something really big  
from something small. Pure dynamics develop from perfectly coordinated, 
technically precise glass fittings. 

Because it is the small elements with a big effect that make the movement  
of glass between rooms possible in the first place.

That is our self-conception. And we are committed to this with all our  
knowledge of the possibilities of glass in moving solutions.

Moving solutions.
Living spaces with glass.

Glass sliding walls

Glass sliding walls

Our horizontal sliding wall and folding wall systems keep design scope open. 
When fully opened on request, the separation between inside and outside  
disappears. 
 
Glass sliding wall systems leave room for creativity. Location, scope of appli-
cation and desired indoor climate will determine the individual context for the 
individual project. The generous transparency reduces the visual separation 
between the interior and the exterior; a special advantage for shop fronts.  
And, if needed, the sliding panels make room for barrier-free openness.

HSW EASY Safe
The HSW EASY 
Safe glass sliding wall 
stands for high trans-
parency and safety 
in use. 



FSW EASY Safe
Ideal for linear layout


HSW FLEX Therm
Thermally insulated  
closure as desired.  
Weather and well-being 
alone decide whether  
the wall is open or 
closed. 
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Glass sliding walls

HSW EASY Safe
Single Elements with free lateral glass edges

High transparency and safety in use. Whether in straight, angled or curved 
design – HSW EASY Safe adapts to individual requirements and is suitable for 
modernisations as well as new buildings. Upper and lower door rails provide 
stability and incorporate the functional components. Integrated single-action 
or double-action sliding panels provide access at the desired location.

Your advantages:
-  Free lateral glass edges for high transparency
-  User friendly operation of the single panels for flexible use of space
-  Secure hold of laminated safety glass through additional adhesive  

bonding “Clamp & Glue”
-  Visible status indicator by clear color system for upper locking systems


HSW EASY Safe
After being moved  
individually all panels stand 
in the park position. The 
dividing wall between inside  
and outside disappears.

Find more information  
and documents here.

FSW EASY Safe
Compact foldable

Transparent, compact and space-saving: the glass folding wall FSW EASY Safe 
is ideal for linear installations. Its simple and space-saving folding technology 
does not require a separate parking structure. By linking up to six panels the 
glass fronts can be extended as desired – for generous transparency. Similar in 
appearance with top and bottom door rails, this folding sliding wall is a suitable 
alternative to the HSW EASY Safe. 

Your advantages:
-  Easy and quick installation
-  Secure and easy in use
-  Secure hold of laminated safety glass through additional adhesive  

bonding “Clamp & Glue”
-  Visible status indicator by clear color system for upper locking system
-  No need for separate parking construction


FSW EASY Safe
Ideal for linear layout

Find more information  
and documents here.
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Glass sliding walls

Find more information  
and documents here.

Find more information  
and documents here.

HSW-R
Moderate weather protection

HSW FLEX Therm
Thermally insulated closure in an instant

This glass sliding wall comes with aluminium frames throughout its edges at 
every single panel. Lateral rubber lips and double brush seals at the top and 
at the bottom offer additional protection against draught and humidity. It is 
therefore ideally suited for shop windows and store entrances in the exterior.

Your advantages:
-  Easy and quick installation
-  Safe and easy in use
-  Circumferential aluminium frame, suitable for TSG, LSG, insulating glass 

and special glass types
-  Visible status indicator by clear color system for upper locking system

Glass sliding walls with thermal insulation give you a firm grip on your indoor 
climate – regardless of whether the outside temperature is hot or cold.  
This sliding glass wall is a very good choice wherever higher temperature 
differences need to be separated at times. A thermally separated floor profile is 
used for better downward sealing. Simply screwed onto the finished floor,  
its low height of 7 mm does not affect the barrier-free nature of the system. 

Your advantages:
-  Energy efficiency through improved thermal insulation
-  One convenient switch from sliding panel function to door function at  

the single-action sliding panel
-  Straight design of the framed panels with barely visible operating elements
-  Multi-point locking for single-action end panels and single-action  

sliding panels.


HSW-R
The fixed sliding panels 
quickly become hinged 
doors for access when  
the wall itself is closed.


HSW FLEX Therm
Thermally insulated  
closure as desired.  
Weather and well-being 
alone decide whether  
the wall is open or  
closed. 
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Relax off all year round
and enjoy the feeling  

of the open air.


Glass sliding walls

Find more information  
and documents here.

BSW-G
Turn- and slide-system for balcony  
and terrace sliding walls with  
innovative clamping technology

With our DORMA-Glas turn- and slide-system for balcony and terrace 
glazing, we offer an approach for upgrading the outdoor area of any proper-
ty. Be that as part of a new-build or renovation, for residential quarters or 
private homes – light-flooded rooms with open views of the outside create 
quality spaces for living and are guaranteed to become a new favourite spot 
in the home. Be inspired and discover the numerous advantages of our 
turnand slide-systems for balcony and terrace glazing. Enjoy the outdoors 
no matter what the weather – with all the benefits of the indoors.

Your advantages:
- In aluminium or powder-coated finish 
- Available in the weather-proof colour of your choice 
- Clamping technology as a sustainable system
- No glass processing required
- Space-saving parking of sliding walls 
- Large opening widths 
- Flexible system configurations
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Glass sliding walls

Terrace sliding walls 
Upgrading outdoor areas

Balcony sliding walls
A new favourite spot in the home

The perfect addition to any living space are the sliding terrace walls from 
DORMA-Glas, which provide more comfort and functionality. A cosy and 
protected atmosphere is created, with a pleasant, relaxed feeling.

Your advantages:
-  Use the terrace all year round with wind and rain protection 
-  Air circulation thanks to small gaps (3 mm) between the glass elements 
-  Protection for children, pets and terrace furniture 
-  Extend the living space 
-  Flowing transition between the garden and living area 
-  Smooth, quiet handling
-  Stainless-steel knob for access from both sides
-  Great investment for increasing the value of the property

To make the best possible use of the space available, modern living quarters are 
also increasingly being developed in traffic-heavy urban areas. In such cases, 
balcony sliding walls by DORMA-Glas offer attractive added value for buyers 
and renters: background noise is reduced, and the wind and rain are kept at bay. 
But you can still enjoy the feeling of being outdoors. 

Your advantages:
-  Wind and rain protection for use all year round 
-  Air circulation thanks to small gaps (3 mm) between the glass elements 
-  Protection for children and pets 
-  Less heat loss 
-  Light-flooded quarters with high quality of living 
-  Optimal use of living space, even next to busy roads (sound insulation) 
-  Smooth, quiet handling
-  Great investment for increasing the value of the property


Glazed terrace  
for excellent quality 
of life.


Enjoy the view – 
protected from
the wind and rain.

Find more information  
and documents here.

Find more information  
and documents here.
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We present DORMA-Glas products

DORMA-Glas GmbH
Max-Planck-Straße 33-45
D - 32107 Bad Salzuflen

T +49 5222 924-0

glasbeschlag@dorma-glas.com
www.dorma-glas.com 


